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Abstract Although childhood generalized anxiety disorder is generally understudied, worry, the cardinal feature of GAD, appears to be relatively common in youth. Despite its prevalence, there are few conceptual models of the development of clinical worry in children. The current review provides a framework for integrating the developmental psychopathology perspective, models of worry in adults, and data available on worry in children. General risk factors for the development of worry are considered, as well as potential pathways including genetics, temperament, cognitive, emotional and parenting influences, as well as the influence of cognitive development. Based on this review, it appears unlikely that main effects models will be able to explain the development of GAD or clinical worry in children and that a broad, complex model incorporating a number of factors and their interactions will best describe etiological and maintaining factors. Based on this perspective in mind, a number of suggestions for future work are offered.
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Worry is common in children. Studies have shown that as many as 70% of children from a community sample report worry about a number of things (Orton 1982) and 30% report subclinical levels of worry (Bell-Dolan et al. 1990). Worry itself in children is not unusual; however, worry that is excessive, uncontrollable, and associated with distress is considered a clinical concern. Such worry is the cardinal feature of generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) in both children and adults. Prevalence estimates of GAD in children suggest that the disorder is not uncommon, with rates ranging from 0.16 to 8.8% of community samples (Cartwright-Hatton et al. 2006). GAD has a chronic course, and many adults report that their worries began in childhood (American Psychiatric Association 2000). The prevalence, associated distress, and persistence of childhood worry highlight the importance of understanding this issue.

Although GAD is a chronic disorder frequently beginning early in life, little is known about specific etiological or maintaining factors of worry in children. To date, most work has examined content of child worry and patterns of associated symptoms described in DSM-IV (e.g., Hale et al. 2008; Muris et al. 2002a; Silverman et al. 1995; Tracey et al. 1997; Vasey et al. 1994; Weems et al. 2000). Recent work has begun to examine the role of cognitive factors in adolescents (Gosselin et al. 2007; Laugesen et al. 2003) and has demonstrated that many elements of adult cognitive models are applicable to younger populations. Work with children is still relatively uncommon, however, and the impact of cognitive development on models of worry has yet to be fully explored (one notable exception is Ellis and Hudson 2010). Incorporating a developmental psychopathology perspective may provide a useful framework for understanding the development and maintenance of worry in children.

Developmental psychopathology models emphasize several key points (Cicchetti and Cohen 1995). First is the principle of multifinality, which states that factors may not function similarly across children or contexts, and thus may
not lead to similar outcomes. Rather, variables likely interact in dynamic and complex ways and their influence changes as a function of other key variables in the system. It may be for this reason that main effects models have been unable to explain the bulk of the variance in child anxiety. The second tenet of the developmental psychology model is that of equifinality, or the idea that there are numerous pathways to the development of psychopathology. It seems most likely that a number of factors, spanning a range of domains, interact in complex ways with the child to result in the development of anxiety. It follows, then, that a group of anxious children may have travelled very different paths to arrive at the same destination. The perspective also emphasizes the importance of understanding typical child development patterns. This allows for the identification of points where children deviate from an expected trajectory, which may in turn predict later anxiety. Finally, the developmental psychopathology perspective highlights the importance of understanding that the child is growing, changing, and evolving over time. The set of skills and abilities of the child at any given time likely alters the influence of other variables.

Several models of the developmental psychopathology of anxiety generally have been proposed (Vasey and Dadds 2001), and Rapee (2001) has proposed a model specific to GAD. Vasey and Dadds (2001) propose a model including a number of factors that may predispose to or protect against anxiety disorders. Included are factors such as genetic and neurobiological factors, temperament, emotion regulation, cognitive biases and distortions, early control experiences, parental responses, and experience with and exposure to phobic stimuli. Rapee discusses a model more specific to GAD, but noted that research in the area was “in its infancy” (p. 481), and that many of the factors and pathways he discussed may be associated with all the anxiety disorders and not specific to the development of GAD. Like Vasey and Dadds (2001), Rapee discusses the role of temperament and genetic factors, but also reviews support for the importance of environmental factors, the transmission of parental anxiety and parent reactions, peer relationships, and stressors. These models have been, and continue to be, tremendously informative; over the last 10 years, however, significant advances have been made in our understanding of worry and GAD (see Behar et al. 2009, for a review of empirically supported models in adults), allowing us to build upon and refine earlier models.

This review is organized in several parts. First, we will review the literature on factors that may be involved in the development of clinical worry and GAD in children, including genetic, temperament, cognitive, emotion regulation, and parenting factors. A conceptual model incorporating these factors with hypothesized pathways is then proposed, and a number of suggestions for future work are made.

Risk Factors and Vulnerability Processes

Several factors have been linked with GAD and worry in children, adolescents, and adults. It is likely that these factors interact with each other in complex ways over time and are affected by levels of demographic variables and biological, environmental, cognitive, and affective processes. These interactions and bidirectional relationships result in numerous pathways leading to the development of worry and GAD. The factors discussed here vary in the extent to which they have been studied in relation to children and worry. Some have shown strong relations with worry or GAD in adults but remain understudied in youth, while others have been studied in the context of child anxiety generally but not worry specifically. In instances where data are not available for children, the adult literature will be reviewed with a consideration of how such factors might apply to children. Of note, adult models have been largely cognitive, and this review reflects the state of the literature in this regard. Finally, most factors have been examined in terms of main effect models, and so the literature reviewed here is limited in this way. The factors with the most empirical support are reviewed here. General risk factors of age and sex will be reviewed first, followed by vulnerability processes.

Age

Generally, the prevalence of GAD and worry changes as a function of child age, and older children endorse more symptoms than younger children. For example, one study examined symptom patterns in a sample of children with overanxious disorder (OAD), the previous diagnostic category for worried children (Strauss et al. 1988). Results showed that clinically referred adolescents (12–19 years) were more likely than younger children (5–11 years) to present with six or more symptoms (66% compared to 35%), and more older children met all seven OAD diagnostic criteria compared to younger children (28 and 4%, respectively) (Strauss et al. 1988). A longitudinal study of community adolescents from early to middle adolescence showed that the number of GAD symptoms increased for girls but decreased for boys (Hale et al. 2008). The prevalence of worry itself also increases with child age. Older children (ages 12–18 years) score higher than younger children (ages 6–11 years) on the Penn State Worry Questionnaire for Children (PSWQ-C), and an examination of the factors structure of the measure showed that older group had higher factor loadings compared to the younger group (Chorpita et al. 1997). Developmental changes in fears and worry in normal school children have also been found (Muris et al. 2000b). Fears were common in the youngest children ages 4–6 years, most common for
children ages 7–9 years, and least common in children ages 10–12 years. Worry, however, was more common in the two older groups (78 and 76%) compared to the youngest group (47%).

Age differences in worry content have also been documented. One study found that the most frequent worry of children ages 3–6 years involved fear of imaginary creatures, a very uncommon concern in older children ages 7–14 years (Muris et al. 2002b). Older children worried more about school performance, a concern that increased steadily with child age. Other studies have found similar developmental patterns, with younger children reporting more concern over threats to physical safety, which declines with age, while older children report worries about behavioral competence, interpersonal/social issues, and psychological well-being, which generally increases with age (Muris et al. 2002b; Vasey et al. 1994). However, results have not been entirely consistent. For example, Vasey et al. (1994) found that 8- and 9-year-old children and 11–12-year-old children did not differ in their worry about behavioral competence. In another study of a community sample of children, Silverman et al. (1995) found only that younger children experienced more intense worry about disasters compared to older children.

Sex

Sex differences in childhood worry mirror those found in adults. Female children tend to report higher levels of worry compared to male children (Chorpita et al. 1997; Muris et al. 2001), and this pattern has been documented in children as young as 7 years (Silverman et al. 1995). Parent report corroborates children’s self-report findings, indicating that mothers believe their daughters worry more than their sons (Gottlieb and Bronstein 1996). Another study found that girls reported more specific worries than boys and also endorsed more physical symptoms than boys (Muris et al. 1998).

Prevalence of OAD and GAD in males and females also differs. Several studies have found that the disorder is more common in females, especially as children grow older. A community-based study including children ages 8, 12, and 17 found that 12.4% of the sample met criteria for OAD, and more girls than boys were affected (15.2 and 9.5%, respectively) (Kashani and Orvaschel 1990). A sex difference was also found in a primary care sample of children ranging in age from 7 to 11 years, with girls again more commonly diagnosed than boys (6.4 and 2.6%, respectively) (Costello 1989). A non-clinical sample of children showed that significantly more girls than boys met criteria for OAD (Muris et al. 1998). Interestingly, other studies have found that prevalence estimates of OAD are approximately equal in younger children but that the disorder tends to decline in males as children approach adolescence (Strauss et al. 1988; Velez et al. 1989).

Genetics

Genetics undoubtedly play a role in the development of generalized anxiety and worry. Family, twin, and genetic studies of adults, children, and adolescents all provide support for genetic contributions to the development of GAD. For example, Newman and Bland (2006) found mild to moderate familial aggregation of GAD, with odds ratios ranging from 1.4 to 1.8 in first degree relatives of those with GAD and 2.1–2.8 in children of those with GAD. Others have found moderate support for genetics in the development of GAD in a study of female twins, but no evidence for the contribution of family environment (Kendler et al. 1992). Combining results from three twin studies, one group found that approximately 32% of the variance in GAD was explained by genetics (Hettema et al. 2001). This effect was consistent across sex, suggesting that the same genes are at work in both men and women. Interestingly, this study also found a small effect for familial environment, but only for women, and the bulk of the variance was explained by non-shared environmental factors. Consistent with these findings, a later meta-analysis of twin studies estimated the heritability of GAD at 0.32, with the bulk of the variance explained by non-shared environmental influences (Hettema et al. 2004). There was again a small effect for shared environment, but only for girls.

Twin studies of children and adolescents show results similar to those of adults, with mild to moderate heritability of GAD. In an examination of adolescent twins and their siblings (12–19 years), evidence was found for moderate genetic and non-shared influences for GAD, as well as a range of other disorders. Shared environment influences were also found for past year and lifetime MDD, and for lifetime but not past year GAD (Ehringer et al. 2006). Another twin study of children and adolescents aged 8–17 years examined genetic and environmental effects for GAD using scores on the Screen for Child Anxiety-Related Disorders Questionnaire (Ogliari et al. 2006). They found a significant genetic and child age interaction, with heritability estimates of 0.60 for children ages 8–11 years and 0.53 for children and adolescents 12–17 years.

Candidate gene studies have also shed light on the biological contributions to generalized anxiety. As reviewed by Gregory et al. (2008), several studies have found associations between GAD and both serotonin genes and monoamine oxidase A (MAO-A). Ohara and colleagues found that compared to controls, individuals with GAD had higher frequency of an allele containing 12 copies of the variable number tandem repeat in the second intron of the serotonin
transporter gene (Ohara et al. 1999). Another group found relations between the short allele of the promoter region of the serotonin transporter and GAD in a sample of Chinese patients (You et al. 2005). A study of MAO-A found that the instance of more than 3 repeat alleles of the MAO-A gene polymorphism was greater in women with GAD compared to controls (Samochowiec et al. 2004). Others found a unique link between the MAO-A G941T polymorphism and GAD but not panic disorder or major depression (Tadic et al. 2003), which is especially informative given the common comorbidity of GAD and MDD.

Genetic studies of anxiety have also examined children and adolescents. Olsson et al. (2007) examined the contributions of a composite genetic factor of catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT) (Val158Met) and serotonin transporter (5HTTLPR) (long–short) functional loci to the persistence of anxiety in adolescence, based on evidence that these genes play a role in mood and behavior through their regulation of serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine. Anxiety was measured using a composite of worry scales assessed at eight time points beginning in high school and ending at age 24. Results found dose–response reductions in the persistence of anxiety for the COMT Met 158 and 5HTTLPR short alleles. Interestingly, odds of reporting persistent anxiety were reduced more than twice in individuals homozygous for both alleles. Other genetic work with children ages 6–16 has examined the dopamine transporter gene DAT1 (Rowe et al. 1998). Results showed that the DAT1 10 repeat allele is associated with GAD, MDD, panic, separation distress, social phobia, specific phobia, obsessive compulsive disorder (OCD) and Tourette’s syndrome. Strongest relations were found for GAD, social anxiety, OCD and Tourette’s, and children with 10 repeat alleles, compared to those with 9, also had more symptoms of the four disorders (Rowe et al. 1998).

A small number of studies have also examined the influence of gene by environment interactions in childhood GAD. One study found that the short 5-HTT allele interacted with low social support to predict BI, a temperamental factor associated with anxiety, and shyness in children (Fox et al. 2005). Another study found that genes interacted with adverse life events to explain GAD in a sample of adolescent girls, such that genes explained only 19% of the variance in GAD for girls who had not experienced an adverse event, while genetics explained 44% of the variance for girls who had two such events (Silberg et al. 2001).

Overall, most studies show moderate genetic effects for GAD. Fewer studies found small effects for shared environment, but only for females. Support for the specificity of the heritability of GAD, rather than a general risk for anxiety or depressive disorders, is still mixed. Several studies found common underlying genetic factors for several anxiety disorders or for GAD and MDD. For example, one study found the genetics underlying GAD and MDD were completely shared and that non-shared environmental risk factors accounted for whether women developed MDD or GAD (Kendler et al. 1992). Similarly, Eley and Stevenson (2000) found that approximately half of their proband twin pairs were not concordant on anxiety diagnoses and half of these were monozygotic twins. It may be then that a more general risk for anxiety and/or depression is conferred by genetic factors, and expression of a particular disorder is dependent upon environmental factors. Methodological issues such as high rates of comorbidity within the anxiety disorders and with depressive disorders also complicate the issue. It is not always clear if individuals considered “probands” are diagnosed with only GAD, or if the GAD is comorbid with other anxiety or depressive disorders. Rapee (2001) has also pointed out that inconsistent definition of GAD (e.g., 1 month symptom duration compared to 6 months) across studies limits our ability to generalize findings.

Temperament

The development of clinical worry or GAD may have some basis in stable, trait-like temperamental characteristics. Temperament has been defined as behavioral inhibition, harm avoidance, negative affect, and reactivity and self-regulation. A complete review and discussion of the various models of temperament and their conceptual and methodological issues are beyond the scope of this paper, and so the current discussion will focus on those temperamental dimensions most strongly linked with anxiety.

Behavioral inhibition (BI), defined as a state of distress, reactivity, and uncertainty in response to unfamiliar objects or people, or stressful situations (Kagan 1994, 1997), is commonly studied in relation to anxiety. BI may be characterized by child proximity to caregivers, long latency to speech or approach, reduced verbalizations, and apparent distress (Kagan et al. 1994). Over time, BI may be expressed as irritability in infants, as fearful and clingy behavior in toddlers, and as hesitancy, reticence, and constriction with unfamiliar adults in preschool and young school age children (Pollock et al. 1995). Some research suggests that BI is a relatively stable trait for children classified as behaviorally inhibited (highest 10–15% of the sample) across 4 measurements from ages 4 to 13 years (Kagan 1989, 1994; Kagan et al. 1988; Kagan and Snidman 1999; Schwartz et al. 1999). BI did not show similar stability for children who fell in the middle of the distribution of BI.

Evidence for the association between BI and anxiety symptoms and disorders comes from longitudinal data and from family studies (see Degnan et al. 2010, for a review).
For example, Caspi et al. (1995) found that at ages 3–5 years boys who showed low levels of approach behavior and girls who showed withdrawal from novelty were more likely to be anxious in later childhood. Other work indicates that children identified as behaviorally inhibited at 21 months are more likely to develop an anxiety disorder 5–10 years later (Biderman et al. 1993; Hirshfeld et al. 1992). In a study specific to GAD, Rettew et al. (2006) found that the temperamental trait of harm avoidance was strongly associated with a GAD diagnosis in children and adults. In families, behaviorally inhibited children are more likely to have a parent with an anxiety disorder (Rosenbaum et al. 1992), and children of parents with panic disorder or depression have been shown to display higher levels of BI compared to children of non-anxious parents (Rosenbaum et al. 2000). Another study found that inhibited children of parents with panic disorder and/or major depression had higher rates of avoidant disorder or social anxiety disorder compared to non-inhibited children (Biederman et al. 2001).

Rothbart and colleagues have defined temperament as constitutionally based differences in reactivity and self-regulation across emotionality, motor activity, and attention (Derryberry and Rothbart 1997). Such individual differences are hypothesized to be influenced by genetic, developmental, and environmental factors. Reactivity refers to an individual’s responses to changes in stimulation as well as factors related to latency, rise time, peak intensity, and recovery time. Self-regulation relates to processes that modulate the response. Factor analytic studies support a three factor model of temperament, including surgency, negative affectivity, and effortful control (Gartstein and Rothbart 2003). The ways in which temperamental characteristics might be implicated in the development of psychopathology have been discussed elsewhere (Rothbart 2004; Rothbart et al. 1995), including direct, indirect, and moderation effects.

Compared to work linking BI and anxiety, far fewer studies have investigated the association between Rothbart’s model of temperament and anxiety. Tincas et al. (2006) reviewed the work but overall found mixed results. While one study (Rydell et al. 2003) found that lower-order emotional traits distinguished between internalizing and externalizing disorders, other available work was less conclusive. The authors suggest that the process oriented conceptualization of Rothbart’s model of temperament makes predictions more difficult and requires more elaborate study methodologies (longitudinal data collection and the inclusion of possible moderators, for example).

Along these same lines, some researchers have started to examine interactions between temperament and other factors in the development of anxiety in children, an important step in advancing our understanding of developmental psychopathology models of anxiety. For example, a recent review examined interactions between BI and three environmental factors, including parenting, non-parental childcare, and peer relationships, on the development of anxiety in children (Degnan et al. 2010). They found that several parenting related factors, including maternal behavior, personality, parenting style, psychopathology, and attachment, moderate the association between BI and anxiety. Mixed results were found for the effects of non-parental childcare on the association between BI and anxiety, while experiences with peers was shown to moderate the trajectory of children with high levels of BI. Degnan and Fox (2007) reviewed literature suggesting that sensitive parents who encourage their behaviorally inhibited children act autonomously and to engage socially may prevent the development of more severe inhibition, while introverted parents who display overprotection may increase children’s fearfulness. They also found that children’s motivational bias to approach or withdraw (electroencephalogram asymmetry) cardiac measures and executive functioning may play a role in the continuity or discontinuity of BI over time.

Other work has examined interactions between temperament and attention biases and their associations with anxiety. For example, Lonigan and Vasey (2009) examined interactions between elements of temperament (effortful control) and attentional bias toward threat as potential mechanisms linking anxiety and negative affect. Results showed that effortful control moderated the association between negative affect and attentional bias, such that low levels of effortful control and high levels of negative affect resulted in bias toward threat. Other work has also shown that cognitive factors (attentional bias toward threat and neural response to novelty) moderate the association between early BI and later anxiety (Perez-Edgar et al. 2010; Reeb-Sutherland et al. 2009).

Overall, the relation between temperamental factors and anxiety appears to be specific to children with extreme levels of BI and are influenced by a number of related factors, including parental and contextual factors and information processing patterns. It is important to point out that extreme temperamental characteristics are neither necessary nor sufficient to determine an anxiety diagnosis. For example, Rettew and colleagues (Rettew et al. 2006) noted a significant number of individuals with high levels of harm avoidance did not meet criteria for GAD, and other work has shown that one-half to two-thirds of inhibited children do not develop clinically significant anxiety (Biederman et al. 1990; Prior et al. 2000; Schwartz et al. 1999). Taken together, it appears that temperament likely interacts with other important factors in complex ways to influence the development of anxiety.
Cognition

Worry in adults has received increasing attention over the last 15 years. Worry has been conceptualized as a largely cognitive process and the state of the literature reflects this view. As such, most research has emphasized the role of cognitive and metacognitive factors in worry and several theoretical models have been proposed. These models have been well supported empirically and in some cases have led to the development of specific interventions (see Behar et al. 2009 for a review). The child literature lags well behind the adult literature in this area, and researchers are just now beginning to examine the role of cognitive factors and cognitive development in adolescent worry. By and large, however, the models remain untested in school age children. Further, very few have examined the role of potential moderators or considered bidirectional or transactional processes, resulting in a literature that rests mostly on “direct effect” models. Despite these limitations, this literature provides valuable information in updating our models of GAD and worry and allows for the generation of hypotheses related to more complex developmental psychopathology models. The next section reviews the empirically supported adult models of GAD and worry, with findings relevant to adolescents or children included when available. Literature on cognitive development and implications for models of worry are then reviewed.

Avoidance Model

Borkovec (1994) defined worry as a verbal stream of uncontrollable, negative thoughts directed toward potential future threats. At the heart of Borkovec’s model is the notion that worry functions as a form of avoidance. Individuals with GAD report that worry helps to avoid threat by making future negative events less likely to occur or preventing such events entirely (Borkovec 1994). These beliefs about worry are negatively reinforced because the likelihood of most feared events is relatively small to begin with. Individuals with GAD also report that they use worry as a method of distraction and for avoiding deeper, more emotionally laden content or threat (Borkovec 1994). Physiological studies provide additional support for patients’ report that worry serves as avoidance. Work in this area has documented a restricted range of physiological activity associated with worry described as autonomic inflexibility, or a lower range of variability in physiological responses (Borkovec and Hu 1990; Lyonfields et al. 1995; Thayer et al. 1996). Borkovec et al. (1998) suggest that it is the predominantly verbal nature of worry that results in reduced vagal activity, as verbal thoughts elicit less cardiovascular activity than images of the same content. The suppression of autonomic responses has important implications for the maintenance of worry. If worrying prevents physiological response, habituation to feared stimuli cannot be achieved (Borkovec and Lyonfields 1993). Worry works in much the same way as other avoidance strategies, preventing exposure and perpetuating anxious meanings and worry (Borkovec 1994).

Beliefs About Worry, Metaworry, and Metacognition

Several models have posited that metacognition plays a fundamental role in development and maintenance of clinical worry. Wells (1995) emphasized the importance of metacognitive beliefs about both the process and the content of worry, suggesting that metaworry, or worry about worry, is rare in normal worriers. He suggests that worry only becomes problematic when individuals develop metaworry, which leads to perseveration and attempts to control the worry. His model includes positive metabeliefs about the usefulness of worry, negative metabeliefs about the dangers of and uncontrollability of worry, and metaworry. He proposes that positive metabeliefs lead to Type 1 worry, or content-based worries about events. This worry then becomes intrusive and bothersome, activating negative beliefs about the danger of worry, which in turn lead to metaworry, or Type 2 worry. Metaworry is reinforced by related changes in behavior, attempts to control the worry, and negative emotion. An empirical examination of the model largely supported the hypotheses, showing that when both worry types and trait anxiety were used to predict worry or ratings of worry interference, trait anxiety and Type 2 worry emerged as significant predictors (Wells and Carter 1999).

Other researchers have focused on positive and negative beliefs about worry. Freeston et al. (1994) developed a measure, the Why Worry? scale, to examine reasons people worry. Results revealed two factors, consisting of (1) beliefs that worry helps to facilitate cognitive avoidance, reduces the chance of negative outcomes, and reduces the consequence of negative outcomes, and (2) beliefs that worry helps to increase control and facilitate problem solving. Another study (Davey et al. 1996b) of beliefs about worry found two higher-order factors of positive consequences, including two first-order factors of “worry motivates” and “worry helps analytic thinking,” and negative consequences, including three first order factors of “worrying disrupts effective performance,” “worrying exaggerates the problem,” and “worrying causes emotional discomfort.” They also found that individuals who scored high on both the positive and negative consequences scales also reported higher levels of worry and depression more worry domains, poorer general health, and more negative automatic thoughts than those who scored lower on one or both scales. Beliefs about worry have also been shown to
discriminate clinical from normal levels of worry in adults (Freeston et al. 1994).

Work examining metacognition in children is just beginning to emerge. Two studies have validated measures of metacognition in younger samples. One study found support for a five factor model of metacognition in a community sample of adolescents ages 13–17 years, including (1) positive beliefs, (2) uncontrollability and danger, (3) cognitive confidence, (4) superstition-punishment-responsibility, and (5) cognitive self-consciousness (Cartwright-Hatton et al. 2004). The five factors correlated positively with anxiety, although no worry measure was included. Bacow et al. (2009) adapted a similar questionnaire for use with children ages 7–17 years. Results supported the hypothesized four factor structure including positive meta-worry, negative meta-worry, superstitious, punishment and responsibility beliefs, and cognitive monitoring. Each of the four subscales correlated positively with worry, even after controlling for worry content, and the cognitive monitoring subscale discriminated clinical from non-clinical children (with non-clinical children reporting higher levels of cognitive awareness).

In a recent review, Ellis and Hudson (2010) discuss the applicability of the metacognitive model of worry to child populations. Their review of the literature suggests partial support for the downward extension of metacognitive adult models to adolescents and children. They found that positive beliefs about worry were normal in children and adolescents with high and low levels of worry and mixed support for the association between worry and negative beliefs. The authors also found mixed results for the hypothesis that age is associated with changes in metacognitive development. The authors note that the use of different measures assessing worry and metacognition likely play a role in the contradictory findings to date.

Related to Wells’ model, two studies have examined children’s attempts to control their worry, which may provide some insight into how worry is maintained (Muris et al. 1998; Szabó and Lovibond 2004). Results showed that children (ages 8–13 years) frequently resisted their worries and most frequently used distraction strategies and seeking social support in their attempts to control their worry (Muris et al. 1998). Clinical and non-clinical samples also differed, with GAD/OAD children attempting to distract themselves from their worries less frequently than normal children. Children also use distraction most frequently to end their worry, followed by decision making (decided how to cope with stressor), and seeking social support (Szabó and Lovibond 2004). This study failed to find differences between anxious and non-anxious groups in worry control strategies.

Intolerance of Uncertainty

Other cognitive variables have also been linked with worry in adults, and intolerance of uncertainty (IU) in particular has received growing attention. Intolerance of uncertainty is defined as a negative response, including emotional, cognitive, and behavioral reactions, to situations or events interpreted as ambiguous (Buhr and Dugas 2006). More specifically, IU reflects a set of beliefs about uncertainty, including that uncertainty is stressful, upsetting, interferes with functioning and that being uncertain about the future is unfair (Buhr and Dugas 2002). IU has been shown to discriminate participants who, based on self-report, met full criteria for GAD, met the somatic criteria only, and met no GAD criteria (Buhr and Dugas 2002). IU also appears to have a unique relationship with worry. In a study with undergraduate students, Buhr and Dugas (2006) found that IU remained positively correlated with worry even after controlling for intolerance of ambiguity, perfectionism, and perceived control. This study also showed that IU explained additional variance in worry scores above and beyond demographics and other study variables. Other work has shown that manipulations of IU influence worry, suggesting a causal relation between the two variables (Rosen and Knäuper 2009).

Work on IU has just recently begun with children and adolescents (see Laugesen et al. 2003 discussed later), likely due to the fact that reliable and valid measures were not available. To address this issue, Comer et al. (2009) modified a measure of IU for use with children ages 7–17 years. Their results found support for the measure and its relation with worry, indicating that IU correlated positively with worry and showed adequate utility in distinguishing clinically anxious from community samples. There were no age or sex effects for the anxious sample, although interestingly IU decreased with child age in the community group. One study used a Dutch translation of the IUS-12 with a community sample of adolescents ages 14–18 years (Boelen et al. 2010) and found that worry and social anxiety, but not depression, significantly predicted IU. This study also found that IU mediated the relation of negative affect and worry. These preliminary findings suggest that IU is also relevant to worry in adolescence and childhood, although much work is needed in this area.

Problem Solving and Problem Orientation

Relations between problem solving and worry in adults have been highlighted by other researchers, although no known work has examined similar associations in children. Davey (1994) defines worry as a continuous, unsuccessful attempt to solve a problem. Worry is associated with the
information-seeking coping strategy of monitoring, characterized as vigilance for potential threat-related information (Davey et al. 1992). Davey (1994) suggests that a monitoring style of problem solving is particularly problematic when the threat is uncontrollable, and consistent monitoring likely contributes to worry maintenance when the problem is not easily solvable. Early hypotheses suggested that worriers lacked adequate problem-solving skills; however, later work found that worry was related to poor problem-solving confidence and lower perceived control over the problem-solving process, but there was no relation with problem-solving effectiveness (Davey 1994).

Another study showed receiving poor feedback about problem-solving solutions (regardless of true performance) was associated with lower problem-solving confidence, which in turn was associated with more catastrophizing steps during a worry interview (Davey et al. 1996a). The relationship between worry and problem solving seems to have less to do with actual skill sets and more to do with beliefs and attributions about one’s competence and ability to cope with problems when they arise.

Problem orientation, a closely related construct, also shows strong associations with clinical worry. Ladouceur et al. (1998) define problem orientation as an individual’s set of potential responses when confronted with a problem and metacognitive activity that characterizes an individual’s approach to dealing with problems. One study found that non-clinical moderate worriers, non-clinical subjects meeting GAD symptom criteria by questionnaire, and GAD patients showed no difference in problem-solving skills; however, the two GAD groups reported poorer problem orientation than the moderate worrier group (Ladouceur et al. 1998). Building on these results, Robichaud and Dugas (2005) investigated the relation of worry and depression to negative problem orientation, defined as beliefs about threat of problems to well-being, doubt about problem-solving ability, and pessimism about the problem resolution. After controlling for pessimism, self-mastery, and neuroticism, negative problem orientation predicted more variance in worry than depression and discriminated between high and low worriers. Another study included subdimensions of problem orientation, including emotional, cognitive, and behavioral orientation and found that of the three, only emotional problem orientation predicted worry (Dugas et al. 1997).

Information Processing

Models of worry in adults have emphasized the importance of information processing, which may serve as a causal and/or maintaining factor in GAD. Overall, work suggests that GAD is associated with attentional bias and the tendency to interpret ambiguous information as threatening. Results from dot-probe tasks indicate that those with GAD show a bias toward threat compared to non-anxious controls, as indicated by faster reaction times to dots presented after threatening compared to non-threatening material (MacLeod et al. 1986; Mathews 1990; Mathews and MacLeod 1985). Work using a lexical decision-making task, in which participants are presented with individual letters and asked whether the letters form a word, also support the finding of a bias toward threat in those with GAD (MacLeod and Mathews 1991; Mogg et al. 1991). Results from studies using the Stroop task, in which threat and neutral words are presented in different colors and subjects are asked to name the colors while ignoring content, found that those with GAD are slower than non-anxious controls to name threat words (Mathews and MacLeod 1985; Mogg et al. 1989). Attentional interference is thought to occur due to word content, resulting in errors and longer response times. This work is not unequivocal, however, as at least one study failed to find differences in attentional bias associated with GAD (Dibartolo et al. 1997). Individuals with GAD are also more likely than non-anxious individuals to interpret ambiguous stimuli as threatening. When presented with ambiguous scenarios, GAD participants described more threatening interpretations and rated the events as more likely to occur compared to non-anxious individuals (Butler and Mathews 1983). A later study found similar results using homophones, with GAD participants reporting more threatening meanings (e.g., die rather than dye) than non-anxious participants (Mathews et al. 1989).

Children with GAD display similar information processing styles to those found in adults with GAD. These children tend to overestimate the likelihood of threatening situations, show biased attention toward threat, and interpret ambiguity as threatening. One study comparing children diagnosed with OAD, depression, and normal controls found that anxious participants reported that both future social and physical threat were more likely to occur (Dalglish et al. 1997). Another study found that worried children provided higher threat ratings for both threatening and ambiguous vignettes and rated future negative events as more likely than non-worriers (Suarez and Bell-Dolan 2001). Higher threat interpretation in anxious children was also supported using a homograph task (Taghavi et al. 2000).

Attentional biases in childhood GAD have also been documented. When GAD, mixed anxious-depressed, and normal children viewed threat and depression-related stimuli, the GAD group showed bias toward threat-related, but not depression-related material (Taghavi et al. 1999). The mixed anxiety-depression group failed to show bias toward either material type. Using a modified Stroop task, Taghavi et al. (2003) found that children with GAD showed significant interference for negative (threat and
showed no bias (Waters et al. 2008). Low severity children angry and happy faces, whereas non-anxious children found for non-anxious children. A similar pattern of depression related) but not neutral words, an effect not found for non-anxious children. A similar pattern of attentional bias was found when emotional faces were used as probes. Children with severe GAD (as measured by clinician severity ratings) displayed a bias toward both angry and happy faces, whereas non-anxious children showed no bias (Waters et al. 2008). Low severity children did not differ statistically from the control group. These results may be somewhat confounded; however, as more than half of the children in the GAD group also met criteria for social anxiety disorder. A particular informative study designed to identify relations between specific forms of pathology and information processing patterns compared children with major depressive disorder, GAD, and post-traumatic stress disorder on multiple information processing variables, including memory, attention, and prospective cognition (Dalgleish et al. 2003). Results showed that anxious children showed a bias toward threatening but not depression-related material, an effect driven by the GAD children, as the PTSD group showed no bias. GAD and PTSD groups did not differ from each other in their estimation of likelihood of threatening events, either for self or others. Anxious and depressed groups did not differ on the memory task.

Children with GAD also show higher threat interpretations of ambiguous situations. An initial sample of children was administered measures of GAD, separation anxiety, and social anxiety symptoms (Bögels et al. 2003). Children who scored in the top and bottom 10% of each measure were then presented with nine ambiguous stories and asked to give interpretations and action plans. Results showed that anxious children described more negative interpretations compared to the control children. There was no difference, however, in coping plans. Further, children with GAD showed no specific dysfunctional interpretations compared to the other anxiety groups.

Integrated Models

The importance of avoidance, IU, beliefs about worry, and information processing in the process of worry in adults has been established. However, most studies have focused on only one of these variables and its relation with worry. While this is important in advancing our understanding of worry, it seems possible that the collection of cognitive variables associated with worry is also related to one another. For example, if uncertainty is both distressing and interpreted as threatening, it seems likely that problem orientation and information processing factors are also affected by such a reaction. Alternatively, a negative problem orientation could lead to difficulty defining problems, resulting in higher levels of IU.

Dugas and colleagues have tested a number of models examining unique contributions of cognitive variables to worry. One study found that both IU and negative problem orientation made unique and shared contributions to the prediction of worry in a sample of GAD patients (Dugas et al. 1997). A later study by Dugas et al. (2005) found that IU differentially influenced information processing, such that those high in IU recalled more words associated with uncertainty compared to neutral words. A second study by Dugas et al. (2005) found that those high in IU were more likely to interpret ambiguous information as threatening, and IU predicted threat interpretation above and beyond age, gender, anxiety, depression, and worry. Another study found that IU, beliefs about worry, problem orientation, and cognitive avoidance discriminated GAD from non-anxious participants and that IU in particular played the strongest role in the classification (Dugas et al. 1998). The study’s second discriminant analysis approach compared the utility of the above cognitive variables to GAD associated symptoms in classifying GAD and non-anxious participants. Results showed that the cognitive variables correctly classified nearly as many participants as the symptom measures.

Studies have also shown that cognitive variables are related to clinical severity of GAD. For example, one study showed that both non-clinical subjects meeting GAD symptom criteria by questionnaire and GAD patients reported higher IU and more dysfunctional beliefs about the usefulness of worry compared to moderate worriers (Ladouceur et al. 1998). Ruscio and Borkovec (2004) found that high worriers with and without GAD demonstrated difficulties with concentration, high levels of positive beliefs about worry, and an increased awareness of thoughts. However, negative beliefs about worry appeared to be unique to high worriers with GAD, and GAD worriers experienced more negative intrusions after a worry induction task. IU, negative problem orientation, cognitive avoidance, and positive beliefs have also been shown to correlate with at least one measure of GAD severity in a clinical sample (Dugas et al. 2007).

Two studies have tested the relevance of integrated conceptual adult models to adolescent samples. One group tested associations between worry and IU, positive beliefs about worry, negative problem orientation, and thought suppression in a sample of adolescents (Laugesen et al. 2003). Results showed that after controlling for physical symptoms and gender, beliefs about worry, problem orientation, and IU significantly predicted worry scores. Thought suppression, however, did not contribute to the prediction. The study also used a discriminant analysis to predict membership of moderate or high worry groups, revealing that only IU and problem orientation contributed to the classification, while beliefs about worry and thought
suppression did not. A later study by Gosselin et al. (2007) examined relationships between beliefs about worry, cognitive avoidance, and worry in a sample of high school students. Participants were divided into high (>80th percentile) and moderate (40–60th percentile) worry groups based on worry scores. After controlling for age and gender, high worriers endorsed stronger beliefs about worry, including that worry helps to solve problems and worry helps to avoid the worst. When predicting worry scores, the belief that worry helps to avoid the worst explained additional variance beyond age and gender, while the belief that worry helps to solve problems did not. Further, the high worry group reported using more avoidance strategies than the moderate worry group on all five avoidance domains, including avoidance of triggers, thought substitution, distraction, thought suppression, and transformation of images. The largest effect sizes were found for avoidance of triggers and thought substitution. When predicting worry scores, all avoidance strategies expect “transformation of images” contributed to the regression equation.

**Cognitive Development**

Although both the cognitive development and child anxiety literatures are well developed, works bridging the two are uncommon. Mapping emerging cognitive abilities onto the expression of anxiety-related symptoms would greatly improve our understanding of the underlying processes involved in worry in children, shed light on symptom expression, and potentially explain developmental trends in worry prevalence and content. Such an understanding could also inform intervention strategies, ensuring that cognitive techniques designed to alleviate worry are applicable given a child’s level of cognitive development. For example, techniques used effectively with adults, such as monitoring anxious thoughts, may not be appropriate for young children who lack awareness of their thoughts. Two related issues are relevant to children’s cognitive development and worry will be explored. First, the question of how child development influences the expression and experience of worry (as it is currently defined) will be addressed, and second, the implications of cognitive development for adult models of worry and GAD will be discussed.

Borkovec (1994) has defined worry as an uncontrollable, future oriented, primarily verbal, stream of negatively valenced and threatening thoughts. Based on this definition, several skills and abilities are required to engage in such a process. Vasey (1993) has pointed out that individuals must be able to conceptualize the future, elaborate on threatening thoughts, and possess language abilities adequate to represent threatening information. Also implied by this definition is an awareness of one’s internal stream of consciousness and the perception that such thought is uncontrollable.

Borkovec’s (1994) definition implies that worry requires a fairly advanced conceptualization of the future. Vasey (1993) has suggested that very young children’s restricted ability to think about the future limits their ability to worry in a generalized way. For example, Povinelli et al. (1996) concluded that children younger than age 4 are unable to view themselves as an entity moving through time and cannot integrate past, present, and future versions of the self. Vasey (1993) proposes that even a vague notion of the near future, like that seen in children as young as 2 years old (Littenberg et al. 1971), may be sufficient for worry. However, the increase in ability to understand the future seen in children around age 8 (Wallace and Rabin 1960) likely results in an ability to experience truly generalized worry. Children’s increasing ability to extend their understanding of the future further in time may provide more opportunities to consider potentially threatening situations, while younger children’s narrow temporal understanding limits the possibility of threat (Vasey 1993).

Worry, as it is currently defined, also requires the production of a chain of negative thoughts depicting various threatening outcomes. Vasey (1993) and Ellis and Hudson 2010 have summarized work indicating that children’s abilities to generate and reason about possible outcomes also increases with child age. The cognitive literature also suggests that young children’s basic abilities to reason about causal events and consider alternative outcomes increases with age. For example, Flavell et al. (2004) reviewed work indicating that children as young as age 3 can infer causal relationships in complicated conditions. Counterfactual reasoning, which involves making predictions about what could have happened but did not, has also been documented in children as young as 3 years (Harris et al. 1996). German (1999) suggested that counterfactual reasoning is more likely to occur in response to negative events than positive ones, so that children imagine what other possible courses of action could have prevented the undesirable outcome. Reflecting on past events and imagining how things might have gone under different circumstances suggests an ability to generate and understand the possibility of multiple outcomes, which may then lead to a consideration of future possible negative events. For example, in the study discussed above (Harris et al. 1996), children were presented with a story about Carol who wore muddy shoes in the house and got the floor dirty. When asked what would have happened if Carol had taken her shoes off, most children correctly responded that the floor would have remained clean. An ability to ask past “what ifs?” might also indicate an ability to generate future “what ifs?” If children were to reason similarly in their own lives, a reflection such as “If I remembered to take off my shoes
last time I wouldn’t have gotten in trouble” could lead to a reflections such as “What if I forget to take off my shoes next time?” In fact, others have argued that reasoning about future hypothetical situations may actually be easier than past hypothetical situations because children do not have to mentally “undo” actions or imagine contrary to their reality (Robinson et al. 2000). Other work (Lagattuta 2007) also suggests that young children draw from past experiences to explain or predict hypothetical future emotions and behavior. When discussing the future in response to vignettes, most 4-year-old children and all 5 and 6-year-old children were able to make at least one definite past to future connection, indicating that the future is definite. Further, 63% of 4-year-olds and 75% of 6-year-olds made at least one hypothetical past to future connection, suggesting that the future is hypothetical.

Adult models of worry assume an awareness of internal verbal thoughts, and subsequent assessments of cognition. Studies suggest that children’s awareness of their internal stream of consciousness and that of others varies as a function of cognitive development. Ellis and Hudson (2010) have reviewed literature examining the development of metacognition, specifically children’s awareness of the content and controllability of their thoughts. They suggest that children as young as age 3 years have an awareness of possessing information, a skill related to the development of theory of mind, and that the ability to report on one’s own thoughts, although present at age 5 years, is more advanced at age 8 years. One study showed that 4- and 5-year-old children are significantly worse than adults at detecting inner speech (Flavell et al. 1997), and 5-year-olds are unable to report spontaneous ideation when instructed to have “no thoughts” (Flavell et al. 2000). Most young children, ages 3 and 4 years, are also unaware that people may have thoughts when not engaged in tasks (e.g., sitting in a chair and waiting), although most 6-year-olds acknowledge that such a person has thoughts (Flavell et al. 1993). Flavell et al. (1997) have suggested that preschool children have very little awareness of covert verbal thought. They suggest that this ability may develop in the early school years when children begin practicing inner speech in academic tasks, such as reading and writing.

Current definitions of worry also suggest that clinical worry is uncontrollable. However, children’s awareness that thoughts are not entirely under their control may still be emerging in early childhood (See Ellis and Hudson 2010, for a discussion). Overall, results suggest that most development in understanding that thoughts are uncontrollable occurs between the ages of 5 and 9 years, although 9-year-olds still lag behind 13-year-olds. These findings have important implications for the current diagnostic criteria for GAD in children which require that the worry is experienced as uncontrollable. The abilities of children younger than age nine to determine the controllability of their thoughts may still be developing, preventing accurate report of worry controllability and possibly preventing a GAD diagnosis that may be appropriate.

Few empirical studies have examined relations between cognitive development and worry, but results are generally consistent and show the predicted increase in worry with age and/or development. Vasey et al. (1994) examined relations between cognitive development, self-concept complexity, and worry in a community sample of children ages 5–12 years. In response to a series of vignettes depicting worried children, older children (8–12 years) described more worries, a greater variety of worries, and longer worry elaboration chains than those of the 5- to 6-year-old children. The authors note that children as young as 5 reported worries and were able to elaborate on them, although not to the extent of the older children. Results also showed correlations between self-concept complexity and proportion of physical threat and social evaluation/psychological worries. Muris et al. (2002b) found similar results in their study of a community sample of children ages 3–14 years. Personal and vignette worry elaboration scores correlated positively with both child age and cognitive development (measured by Piagetian conservation tasks). Interestingly, even the youngest group of children (ages 3–6 years) reported a significant amount of worry. Worry elaboration also mediated the relationships between age/cognitive development and personal worry. Another study comparing cognitive development (measured with one conservation task) and worry across samples of children with average and below average intelligence found that average children reported more worry and fear compared to children with below average intelligence, but there were no differences in worry content or severity (Muris et al. 2002a). For average children, passing the conservation task was associated with an increased likelihood of worry, but no such relationship was found for the children with below average intelligence.

The stage of a child’s cognitive development has implications for the applicability of the adult models described earlier, including but not limited to how children conceptualize information, the extent to which worry serves as avoidance, and their ability to engage in metacognition. Children’s use of mental representation of information may affect the expression or experience of worry, as Borkovec’s definition of worry describes worry as primarily verbal stream of negative thoughts (1994). Children’s cognitive and language development may also influence the extent to which worry results in avoidance of more distressing material. Borkovec (1994) has suggested that it is worry’s primarily verbal nature that allows for
emotional avoidance, and such avoidance is thought to be a powerful maintaining factor in the worry process. It is not currently understood if children’s worry is associated with a perception of avoidance or the autonomic inflexibility seen in worried adults.

Cognitive development should also inform models including metacognition. Several models rest on an individual’s ability from relatively complex thoughts and judgments about both internal and external stimuli. Flavell et al. (1993, 1995, 2000) suggests that children may be aware of or have difficulty identifying their own thoughts, suggesting that metacognitive models may have limited utility in young children (especially those younger than school age). With increasing cognitive abilities and metacognition capacity, these models are likely to become more accurate in explaining children’s experience of worry. More work is needed in this area to fully understand the cognitive abilities underlying the worry process and at what age or developmental stage we would expect cognitive models to apply to children.

There is still much to learn about the role of cognitive development in worry in children. The direct effects of cognitive development are generally understudied, and the influence of cognitive development on associations between other related variables (e.g., temperament) and worry remains unknown. Further, a child’s stage of cognitive development likely influences and is influenced by the cognitive factors discussed here, so that bidirectional effects are also likely to be at work. Future work should examine these associations longitudinally to understand not only how cognitive development is related to worry in children, but also how cognitive development interacts with other related variables to influence their association with worry over time.

Emotion Regulation

Although most models of GAD have focused on cognitive and metacognitive factors, other work has examined worry and emotion regulation. Emotion regulation refers to the attempts and strategies individuals use to modify when, how, and which emotions are experienced and expressed (Gross 1998). Adult literature in this area is more developed than the child literature, and several models of relations between emotion regulation deficits and GAD specifically have been proposed and tested (Mennin et al. 2005; Mennin et al. 2007; Salters-Pedneault et al. 2006; Turk et al. 2005).

Mennin et al. (2005) have proposed an emotion dysregulation model of GAD in adults that incorporates four related emotional factors. They suggest that a tendency toward heightened emotional intensity paired with both poor emotional understanding and negative reactivity to emotions leads to maladaptive emotional management, such as worry. Results from their study of undergraduate and clinical samples showed that those in the GAD groups had higher levels of emotional intensity, difficulty identifying and describing emotions, negative beliefs about activated emotions, and difficulty returning to baseline after negative emotional arousal. An emotion dysregulation composite score also predicted GAD group membership in the undergraduate sample, even after controlling for worry, trait anxiety, and depression. When these hypotheses were tested in a second undergraduate study using a mood induction paradigm, results showed that after anxious and sad mood inductions, those in the GAD group reported greater physiological arousal and less acceptance of and influence over their mood compared to the control group.

Work by others has also supported the associations between worry or GAD and emotion regulation. One study found specific emotion regulation deficits that appeared unique to GAD. The authors found that an analog GAD group described stronger emotional impulses and fear of depression compared to an analog social anxiety group, while those with social anxiety reported less expression of positive emotions, difficulty describing emotions, and being less attentive of emotions compared to the GAD group (Turk et al. 2005). Another study found relations between emotion regulation and worry. Specifically, difficulty in accepting emotions, difficulty engaging in goal directed behavior when distressed, impulse control difficulties, decreased clarity of emotional experience, and limited access to emotion regulation strategies correlated positively with worry scores and differed significantly between GAD analog and normal groups, even after controlling for negative affect (Salters-Pedneault et al. 2006).

Despite exciting advances in our understanding of worry and emotion regulation in adults, the development of emotion regulation in children and how it relates to anxiety and worry is still in the early stages. Available data are encouraging, however, and several studies have linked deficits in emotion regulation with childhood anxiety disorders broadly and, in a few studies, worry specifically.

Developmental trends in emotion regulation strategies suggest that as children grow older they move from externally oriented behavioral strategies to more internal, cognitive ones (Saarni 1999). A study of emotion regulation strategies and their relation to depression across the lifespan (ranging from early adolescents to older adults) found that older adults endorsed the highest levels of acceptance, positive refocusing and putting into perspective strategies, while non-clinical adults reported the most planning, and positive reappraisal (Garnefski and Kraaij 2006). Early adolescents used fewer of all types of strategies compared to late adolescents.
Anxiety in children is related to both emotion regulation deficits and perceived competence in emotion management. A community study found relations between anxiety symptoms and low emotional awareness (Suveg et al. 2008), while another showed that children with an anxiety disorder had less developed understanding of hiding emotions and changing emotions compared to non-anxious children (Southam-Gerow and Kendall 2000). Other work indicated that children with an anxiety disorder had more dysregulated worry, sadness, and anger, as well as less adaptive coping compared to non-anxious children (Suveg and Zeman 2004). Further, results from this study showed that all children had more difficulty coping with worry than with sadness. Mothers of anxious children in the study rated their children lower on appropriate emotion expression and self-awareness than mothers of non-anxious children. Children diagnosed with GAD, social anxiety, or separation anxiety also have been shown to experience greater intensity and frequency of negative emotions, have difficulty reappraising negative emotions, and depend on strategies likely to increase impairment or negative emotions compared to non-anxious children (Carthey et al. 2010). Anxious children in this study also had lower perceptions of self-efficacy related to regulating emotions. A recent study of the effectiveness of CBT for anxious youth demonstrated that treatment resulted in improvements in anxiety, anxiety self-efficacy, emotion awareness, and worry regulation (Suveg et al. 2009), suggesting that such deficits may play a key causal or maintaining role in clinical worry.

Although most work in this area continues to examine mostly main effects models, a recent study has examined a meditational model incorporating several related factors. The proposed developmental emotion dysregulation model of anxiety posits that temperament and emotion parenting variables exert their influence on child anxiety via emotion dysregulation (Suveg et al. 2010). Results showed that the emotion dysregulation mediated the association between BI and anxiety and partially mediated the relation between family emotional environment and anxiety. Future work might continue this line of work by also examining these factors as potential moderators of the effects of emotion dysregulation and anxiety.

Parenting

The relationship between parenting factors and childhood anxiety has received significant attention in the literature over the last decade. The bulk of the literature has conceptualized this effect as originating from the parent, suggesting that certain parenting behaviors are predictive of child anxiety symptoms. However, this association is likely influenced by a number of other factors and is complexly related to child outcome. For example, child temperament has been associated with parenting behavior (Gauvain and Fagot 1995; Paulussen-Hoogeboom et al. 2007), and other work suggests that the influence of parenting on children varies as a function of child temperament (Hastings et al. 2005; Propper and Moore 2006; Russell et al. 2003; Wood et al. 2003). Further, associations between parent behaviors and child anxiety are likely transactional, with both parents and children mutually influencing each other over time. To date, most of the literature is cross-sectional, and our ability to draw conclusions about the directionality of the effects is limited. The following literature review should be considered with this issue in mind.

Parental Behaviors

Several narrative reviews and meta-analyses have consolidated results from a wide range of studies. Wood et al.’s (2003) comprehensive review included studies of parental control and acceptance (a dimension of warmth) and also examined the effect of different measurement methods. Overall, parental control showed the most consistent effects, while support was mixed for acceptance, with stronger relationships found in studies using an observational methodology compared to those using parent or child report of parenting. Another review of work published after Wood et al.’s review focused on parental control and negativity (Bögels and Brechman-Toussaint 2006). Four additional observational studies also supported the relations between parental control and child anxiety (Bögels and Brechman-Toussaint 2006). Three observational studies of parental warmth showed inconsistent results, with two studies finding the support for the hypothesized relationship and one failing to find such results. A later meta-analysis of 47 studies found a medium effect size for the relationship between parental control and childhood anxiety (McLeod et al. 2007). When the authors broke down the constructs of rejection and control to the subdimensions of warmth, withdrawal, aversiveness, overinvolvement, and autonomy-granting, results showed that autonomy-granting and overinvolvement explained the greatest proportion of variance in childhood anxiety. However, overall parental rejection and control explained only a small amount of variance in child anxiety (4 and 6%, respectively), prompting the authors to suggest that perhaps parenting plays a smaller role than many theories suggest. Another meta-analysis of 17 observational studies further examined the relationship between parenting constructs and child anxiety (van der Bruggen et al. 2008). They reported a medium to large effect size for the association between parental control and child anxiety and also identified a number of moderator variables that resulted in
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larger effect sizes, including child gender, child age, socioeconomic status, and type of interaction task used to measure parenting. The authors conclude that their results do not support a direct parent-to-child transmission of anxiety through parental behaviors, as parental control was not strongly associated with parental anxiety.

Although the work described previously is not associated with specific anxiety disorders, other studies have examined links between parenting and worry or GAD symptoms specifically. Most work has used the EMBU-C (Egna Minnen Betraffende Uppfostran, My memories of upbringing; Perris 1980), a retrospective self-report measure of perceived parenting to measure parental behavior. One study of a community sample found that self-report worry scores correlated with both maternal and paternal anxious rearing and rejection, and maternal rejection (Muris et al. 2000a). Another study using the same measure with an older sample of children found significant correlations between worry and anxious rearing and overprotection of both parents for girls, but only overprotection of both parents for boys (Muris 2002). Findings of these two studies were partially replicated with a clinic referred anxious sample (8 with a diagnosis of GAD), with significant correlations between parental rejection and worry, but not anxious rearing, overprotection, or warmth (Brown and Whiteside 2008). Analysis of relationships between parenting factors and worry for the GAD sample alone were not conducted.

Other work has linked parenting with measures of GAD symptoms in children. Results from a self-report study of primary school children showed that parental anxious rearing, mother’s control, and father’s emotional warmth each correlated with GAD symptoms (Muris and Merckelbach 1998). Interestingly, the same pattern of results was also found for separation anxiety symptoms but not for other anxiety disorders. Another study of non-anxious adolescents (Hale et al. 2006) found significant correlations between perceived parental alienation, rejection, and control with GAD symptoms, although only alienation and rejection made unique contributions to symptom prediction. A follow-up multi-group structural equation model of the relative contributions of parental alienation and rejection to GAD symptoms showed differences based on child gender and age (younger and older). Analyses showed that perceived parental alienation was significantly related to GAD in all four groups, whereas rejection was related to all groups except the older male sample.

As previously discussed, most work to date has examined the association of parenting and childhood anxiety. However, several studies have examined the effect from the opposite direction, examining the effect of child anxiety on parenting behaviors. Several studies have found that child anxiety significantly predicts maternal behavior during parent–child interactions (Moore et al. 2004; Whaley et al. 1999). Van der Bruggen et al. (2010) examined the contribution of both parent and child trait anxiety to displays of parental control. They found that high parental trait anxiety showed a curvilinear relation with control, such that high parent trait anxiety was associated with both high and low levels of control. Further, higher trait anxiety in boys, but not girls, and child withdrawal was associated with more parental control. In another study of the influence of both dyad members, Schrock and Woodruff-Borden (2010) examined the influence of parent and child anxiety on the behavior of both participants in interactions. They found a significant interaction between parent and child anxiety for negative parent behaviors and child productive and overcontrol behaviors.

Other work has adopted an approach more consistent with the developmental psychopathology perspective by examining the associations between temperament, parenting behaviors, and child anxiety disorder/internalizing symptoms, testing both mediation and moderation models. Several studies have found support for temperament by parenting interactions in the prediction of prosocial behavior (Hastings et al. 2005; Russell et al. 2003). Another group (Williams et al. 2009) examined interactions between temperament (at 14 and 24 months) and parenting in the prediction of later internalizing symptoms. They found that behaviorally inhibited children who also had permissive mothers showed the greatest level of internalizing symptoms at age 4 years. Another group found that although temperament and parenting (negative affect and encouraging independence) each made unique contributions to the classification of children as anxious or non-anxious, parenting behaviors did not moderate the association between temperament and child anxiety status (Lindhout et al. 2009). A longitudinal study examining the association between children’s temperament (negative emotionality) at 3.5 years of age and anxiety symptoms 1 year later found that maternal rejection, but not paternal rejection, mediated the association between temperament emotionality and later anxiety (van der Bruggen et al. 2010).

Modeling of Anxiety

Parental modeling of anxiety and fear-related behaviors has also been identified as a risk factor for the development of childhood anxiety. It stands to reason that exposure to a parent’s anxious behavior, both avoidant and catastrophizing, will influence children’s interpretation of threat, cognition about new or threatening situations, and preferred coping strategies. Methods for studying parental
modeling have included behavioral tasks, naturalistic observation, and discussion-based tasks.

In a study of maternal modeling, one study showed that children ages 15–20 months showed greater avoidance a toy paired with a negative maternal reaction compared to a toy paired with a happy/encouraging maternal response (Gerull and Rapee 2002). Children continued to display the toy paired with a happy/encouraging maternal reaction compared to a toy paired with a negative maternal reaction compared to a child. Another experimental study compared children’s responses to parental anxious and non-anxious behavior before a planned spelling test (Burstein and Ginsburg 2010). Results showed that when parents behaved in an anxious manner before the test, children reported more anxiety, more anxious cognition, and urges to avoid the test compared to instances when parents displayed non-anxious behavior. Interestingly, fathers had a stronger impact than mothers on children’s cognition and anxiety.

Naturalistic observations of parent and child behaviors also support the modeling hypothesis. Mothers and their children ages 4–10 years were observed in the waiting room of a pediatric clinic and behaviors coded for maternal emotion, maternal problem focused behavior, and child distress (Greenbaum et al. 1988). A sequential analysis showed that in dyads with high trait anxious mothers, maternal agitation predicted child distress; alternatively, in low trait anxious mothers, child distress was more likely to be followed by maternal agitation. Discussion-based studies have tested hypotheses that parental language models an anxious cognitive style for children, increasing their risk for an anxiety disorder. In a study of mother–child interactions, anxious mothers used more catastrophizing language with their anxiety disordered children than non-anxious mothers (Whaley et al. 1999). Another study found that anxious mothers were more likely to catastrophize than non-anxious mothers, regardless of the anxiety status of their children (Moore et al. 2004). For non-anxious mothers, having an anxious child increased the likelihood of maternal catastrophizing. However, a second study failed to find differences between anxious and non-anxious groups in parent–child discussions of affect (Suveg et al. 2008).

Parent–Child Relationship Quality

Studies of the quality of parent–child relationships have also found associations with worry and GAD. Two studies have shown that insecurely attached children had higher levels of worry, although no differences were found between ambivalent and avoidant attachment styles (Brown and Whiteside 2008; Muris et al. 2000a). In a stepwise regression examining contributions of parenting and attachment status, only parental rejection and insecure attachment explained significant variance in worry scores (Brown and Whiteside 2008). A study with undergraduate students found that those who met criteria for GAD based on self-report questionnaires indicated less secure attachment than their non-anxious counterparts (Eng and Heimberg 2006). Cassidy and colleagues (2009) examined childhood attachment status and current representations of attachment in a sample of adults with severe GAD presenting for treatment. Results showed that those with GAD reported experiencing less maternal love in childhood, more maternal rejection and neglect, and more role reversal and enmeshment (defined as the need to protect and fear of losing a primary care giver) compared to non-anxious controls. Individuals with GAD also reported more current vulnerability in their relationship with their mother.

Parental Influence on Child Cognition

A number of theoretical models hypothesize that parental behavior promotes the development of dysfunctional cognitions in children, increasing their risk for anxiety disorders (Chorpita and Barlow 1998; Vasey and Dadds 2001). However, few empirical studies have examined these hypotheses and whether the link between parental factors and child worry might be mediated by child cognition, such as information processing, threat interpretation, and meta-cognition, remains understudied. The impact of parenting on children’s worry related cognition has received very limited attention, although significant relations between parent and child information processing in children with anxiety disorders broadly have been found and will be reviewed here.

The hypothesis that parents influence children’s threat interpretations has generally been supported. Mothers of anxious children report higher threat interpretation in response to ambiguous situations, and mother and child threat interpretation scores have shown significant positive correlations (Creswell et al. 2005). One study found that when presented with ambiguous homographs and homophones, anxious children made more threatening interpretations than non-clinical children but not externalizing children, and mothers of anxious children showed higher threat interpretation than other mothers (Gifford et al. 2008). Results also showed that contrary to Creswell et al.’s (2005) findings, mother and child’s interpretations were not correlated. However, mother’s interpretation bias was associated with child’s anxiety, and child’s interpretation was associated with mother’s anxiety. Although results did not support a direct relationship between mother and child threat interpretations, the correlation between maternal anxiety and child threat interpretation suggests an influence that warrants additional attention.

Family discussion tasks of ambiguous situations have been used to examine children’s threat interpretation and
the influence of parents. Comparing mothers and children diagnosed with an anxiety disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and a group of non-clinical control children, one group (Barrett et al. 1996) found that anxious and oppositional children were more likely to interpret ambiguous scenarios as threatening, and anxious children were more likely than both groups to choose avoidant coping plans. Parents of anxious children predicted that their children would make a higher number of threat interpretations and choose avoidant coping strategies. After a discussion with their parents, anxious children increased their avoidant responses, while non-clinical children decreased avoidance responses. The authors suggest that parents may reinforce threatening interpretations and model avoidant behavior by providing reassurance and sheltering their children from potentially anxiety provoking situations. Similar work by Chorpita et al. (1996) hypothesized that parental verbalization contributes to the development of threat interpretations in children and that parental discussion of threat or danger primes children for future threat interpretation. They found that anxious expression by parents was related to changes in the child’s interpretations and plans, although only the correlation for fathers was significant. The small sample size (n = 8 non-clinical and n = 4 anxious) of the study and low power limits its generalizability; however, the preliminary results are compelling. These results have not been replicated consistently, however. Other studies have failed to demonstrate the effect (Logsdon-Conradsen 1998, as cited in Shortt et al. 2001). Results from one study suggest that the demands of the task, specifically whether or not the discussion would determine treatment eligibility for the child, influenced the FEAR effect (Shortt et al. 2001).

Other methods have also been used to examine how parental information affects children’s threat interpretations. Morren et al. (2004) examined children’s use of emotional reasoning (drawing conclusions about the environment based on emotional states; e.g., “I’m anxious so there must be something to be fearful of”) and social referencing (forming judgments about a stimulus based on the perceived reactions of others) when interpreting ambiguous situations. Results showed that children’s interpretations of danger relied on both objective information as well as anxiety-related signals from parents (leg trembling vs. smiling). Results showed that child anxiety alone did not predict interpretation; however, there was a significant anxiety by age interaction. In children with high anxiety, the parent-based reasoning effect decreased with age, while the effect increased with age in children with low anxiety. Although replication of the effect is needed, the methodology used in this study contributes to the growing body of literature explaining how parents influence their children’s cognitive biases.

More traditional information processing paradigms have also shown relations between parents and their children’s way of thinking. Moradi et al. (1999) may have found evidence for a cognitive vulnerability in children of non-symptomatic children of parents with post-traumatic stress disorder. Comparing performance of non-clinical children of parents with post-traumatic stress disorder and control parents on the Stroop color naming task, results showed a significant interaction of word type and group status. Children of parents with PTSD were slower to name threat-related words compared to neutral words, while children of normal controls were faster to name depression-related words compared to neutral words, despite similar levels of anxiety symptoms.

Very few studies have examined the influence of parenting on specific cognitive variables hypothesized to relate to anxiety. In a study of a community sample of adolescents, negative metacognition about worry correlated positively with over reactive parenting, defined as punitive, harsh, or inconsistent discipline (Gallagher and Cartwright-Hatton 2008). Over reactive parenting also predicted trait anxiety, and metacognition partially mediated the relationship. Finally, children of over reactive parents reported more dysfunctional positive and negative beliefs about worry. Another study of young adults (ages 18–23 years) found that perceived parental rejection and anxious rearing correlated positively with IU, and that IU mediated the relation between perceived anxious rearing behaviors and anxiety and worry (Zlomke and Young 2009).

Although not specific to clinical worry, a recent study of parents and children with obsessive compulsive disorder informs our understanding of children’s metacognition and anxiety, particularly because cognitive models of OCD and GAD share similarities in that thoughts are monitored, evaluated, and managed with suppression or control attempts. This study examined parental influences on adolescent’s metabeliefs (Jacobi et al. 2006). Small but significant positive correlations were found between parent and child report of obsessional beliefs, including over-responsibility, threat estimation, and thought importance/control of thoughts. However, it should be noted that most parent and child variables showed no relationship. Such weak relationships could be the result of the use of a community sample. If neither parents nor children reported high levels of OCD symptoms, the amount of variability in the data may have obscured relationships that may exist.

Summary and Future Directions

Undoubtedly, numerous factors are involved in the development and maintenance of worry and GAD in children. These factors interact with one another and within the
context of the developing child over time, with no single factor either necessary or sufficient. Although the interaction of factors results in a complex web of pathways, an attempt to summarize the factors and hypothesize potential pathways is made here (see Fig. 1). The model does not specify any one particular path to the development of worry or GAD, and similar to hypothesized models of depression in children, direct and indirect paths are hypothesized, as well as moderation effects (Garber 2010). Exactly which factors interact, how they affect one another, and the ways their dose and timing influence the development of worry remain largely unknown, and so at this point in time the model is necessarily speculative. It is also important to keep in mind that these factors are continually interacting, changing over time, and are both affected by and affecting social, emotional, and cognitive development.

The model begins by hypothesizing that a child’s temperament likely plays a large part in a predisposition toward anxiety, but there may also be additional genetic factors at work that are not well understood at this time. Specifically, how those genetic factors predispose children toward anxiety remains unclear. This biological vulnerability is likely influenced in part by parental anxiety, due to both genetic contributions and environmental factors.

Biological vulnerability factors in turn influence parental factors, cognitive vulnerability factors, and responses to affect. The model also posits that the relationships between these variables (parental factors, cognitive vulnerability factors, and responses to affect) are bidirectional, each one interacting with the others in their association with worry. The quality of the parent–child relationship also plays an important role, directly or indirectly by moderating the effects of other factors.

Biological vulnerability factors likely exert some influence over parental anxiety, modeling of anxious behavior, and parenting behaviors, which also influence each other. Parents may be more likely to display certain parenting behaviors with children of certain temperaments and the effects of parenting behaviors may differentially influence children as a function of their temperaments. For example, a child with high levels of BI may elicit more controlling behaviors from the parent. The effect of such behavior on children is likely moderated by the child’s temperament, so that a parent’s controlling behavior may in turn foster children’s overreliance on parents and hinder the development of autonomy. In a child with lower levels of BI, such parenting might provide structure or support needed to encourage autonomy.

---

**Fig. 1** Proposed model of the developmental psychopathology of worry
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Biological vulnerability factors, parental factors, and responses to affect are also hypothesized to relate to cognitive vulnerability factors. Cognitive vulnerabilities have been linked directly with worry in adults, and preliminary work suggests that IU and metacognitive factors are also associated with anxiety in children. Parental factors, emotion regulation strategies, avoidance, and the parent–child relationship likely interact with one another to influence the development and maintenance of cognitive vulnerabilities directly. A child may develop ways of thinking and interacting with the world through interactions with their parents, by dealing with problems and ambiguity, and through experience with their own emotions. For example, a child with a behaviorally inhibited temperament might, thorough experience with an anxious parent, learn that ambiguity is threatening and something to be avoided. A parent who lacks warmth and displays high levels of control may also convey the message that the child is unable to cope effectively with problems or uncertainty independently. This may result in anxious affect or cognition when a child is confronted with an uncertain or ambiguous event, which the child might attempt to regulate with avoidance, a maladaptive emotion regulation strategy, or worry.

It is also likely that there is a biological bass to affect regulation, and such regulation is influenced by parental and cognitive vulnerability factors. Affective variables have been linked directly with worry in adults, and preliminary work suggests such models might also be applicable for children (Carthy et al. 2010; Suveg and Zeman 2004; Turk et al. 2005). Certain temperamental characteristics or other biological factors may be associated with high levels of emotional intensity or difficulty returning to baseline emotional arousal. In turn, high levels of emotional intensity may be related to poor emotional understanding, negative beliefs about emotions, and/or attempts to avoid or suppress emotional experience. These responses may be related directly to worry or moderated by parental factors. For example, a child with high levels of reactivity will likely have a predisposition toward experiencing intense anxiety and longer recovery time to return to emotional baseline. As a result, the child might develop negative beliefs about emotion (e.g., “Anxiety is dangerous” or “Feeling anxious means I’m out of control”) and uncertainty, which might trigger anxiety. To cope with anxiety, such a child might turn to avoidance or suppression of anxiety, making worry a particularly appealing coping strategy.

Any of the variables described have the potential to work as protective factors at any point in the process outlined above, moderating the effect of other factors. A child with high levels of BI and maladaptive emotion regulation strategies might experience lower levels of anxiety or worry if protected by a positive parent–child relationship, compared to a child with a negative relationship. Similarly, a parent who models approach rather than avoidant behavior could protect or buffer a child’s tendency toward emotional intensity or negative beliefs about emotional experience.

Finally, worry itself likely influences the cognitive vulnerability factors, responses to affect, and parental factors, and parent factors moderate such associations. Borkovec (1994) has suggested that positive beliefs about worry, such as thinking that worry prevents negative occurrences, may be reinforced by the event’s non-occurrence. For example, a child who worries that his or her parent will be involved in a car accident may believe that worry facilitated his or her parent’s safe arrival. Worry might also be reinforcing as an emotion regulation strategy. If worry works as a temporarily effective method for avoiding or dampening intense anxiety, it may increase the likelihood that it will be used again as a coping strategy in the future. This effect might be strengthened if the child is exposed to an anxious parent who is modeling or encouraging such a response, or lessened in families where parents encourage more proactive ways of coping.

The model presented here is complex, involving interactions between multiple factors, affected by issues of timing and levels of child cognitive and social development. Pathways involving biological and cognitive vulnerability factors, parental factors, responses to affect, and the parent–child relationship interact in complex ways to lead to the development of worry and GAD. It should be emphasized that these factors alone may not be necessary or sufficient for the development of clinical worry, and in some cases vulnerabilities may be shared between all the anxiety disorders or with depression. The interaction of these factors and at what point in development they occur may be what contributes to a more specific risk for GAD or worry.

Based on this developmental psychopathology perspective, several lines of future work would be beneficial. First, it will also be important to study very young children (younger than age 7) to investigate the experience of worry in this group, and to examine how worry develops over time. There is empirical evidence to suggest that children younger than 7 years of age can and do worry (Vasey et al. 1994). Our understanding of whether this worry meets the assumptions implied by our current definitions of worry is still limited. How the factors discussed here put children at risk for or protect against worry, and how these factors interact over time remains unknown but has important implications for prevention and treatment in children.

Relatedly, longitudinal work is needed to understand how cognitive and social development influence children’s experience of worry, and conversely, how worry affects children’s cognitive and social development. Currently, we
do not know whether the cognitive factors that have been so well supported in the adult literature are also important for children or at what developmental stage they begin to play a role. Issues related to the contribution of emotion regulation to worry in young children also remains understudied, as does the potential impact of cognitive development. It could be that affective models explain more variance in children in earlier stages of cognitive development, when language and cognitive skills are still developing, while cognitive variables take on more importance over time. At this time, we can only speculate as to the answers to these questions.

Future work would also benefit from broadening the scope of models to understand interactions with factors across multiple domains. As has been stated, the development of worry and GAD is likely complex, and models that fail to reflect this complexity can only make limited contributions to the literature. For instance, exciting work with genetics has found significant interaction effects with child age, sex, and environmental stressors (see Gregory et al. 2008). This work could be extended event further to examine relations with shared environmental factors, temperament, cognition, or emotion regulation.

Finally, future work should tease apart etiological and maintaining factors in childhood anxiety with longitudinal work. Such a design can shed light on causal and maintaining factors that cross-sectional studies, although informative, simply cannot. Studies of “at risk” children might be particularly useful here. Children might be considered at risk for a number of reasons, including genetic or temperament predispositions, parental characteristics, presence of dysfunctional cognitions, or emotion regulation deficits. Understanding differences between vulnerable, disordered, and normal children, as well as the stability of vulnerability factors and shifts from one category to another, could inform prevention and treatment efforts.
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